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Defining ‚thinking’/cognition:
Cognitive ethology

Definition 1: Cognition refers to thought processes, 
consciousness, emotions, beliefs, and rationality in animals 
based on Darwinian continuity (Bekoff 1995)

anthropomorphic  approach

Definition 2: Cognition refers to the mechanisms by which 
animals acquire, process, store and act on information 
from the environment (Shettleworth, 1998).

Perception
Learning and memory, decision making
Execution

psychological/mechanistic approach, no function/evolution



Four Qs of cognitive ethology

But ‚cognition’ cannot be studied directly…
We study behaviour – so what is the function of behaviour?
„move the body through space and time by reacting to 
environmental challenges/events”

Ultimate:
Why are they doing it? FUNCTION
Why did it EVOLVE (history)?

Proximate:
How are they doing it? MECHANISM
How does it DEVELOP?



Problem and problem solving behaviour

Problems are regular/specific states in the environment 
of a species which generate alternative behavioural 
decisions at specific frequencies that differ in fitness 
consequences 

Problem-solving behaviour reflects changes (decisions) in 
the animal behaviour when it responds to regular or 
specific states and conditions of its environment in a way 
to change it or its state to its advantage

Cognition: Predicted (assumed) mental processes which 
support  and control behaviour including perception, 
processing of environmental input, and organising 
behavioural output (but see also Shettleworth 2010)
Mind („cognition”) ≠ brain („electric activity”)



Problem-solving behaviour

1.The sum of behavioural and mental abilities which are 
characteristic for a species
2. Allow context dependent, flexible, alternative ways of 
action 
3. Controlled by mental representations (functioning 
isomorphisms)

Functional approach:
What kind of specific problems does species face in its 
environment (ecological niche)?



Problem-solving
‚Adaptation’ to environmental challenges (niche)
Perception – direct selection
Representations – indirect selection
Action – direct selection

Global problems: (characteristic for many/all species)
e.g. navigation, hunting

Local problems: (environment dependent  – to some degree species 
specific) 

e.g.  day/nights
e.g. beacons, landmarks, 

Elementary problems: (characteristic for many/all species)
e.g. E1 predicts E2 (associative learning)

Trade off: Ability to solve specific problems may be 
disadvantageous for solving other type of problems



Problem-solving behaviour

Performance

MIND

Physical 
problems

Social
problems

Perception 
Action

„Cognition (cognitive capacity)” 
 species specific abilities 
(‚potential’)



Differences in the nature of 
representations

I

II

III

Various reference systems may operate:
Egocentric - Dead-reckoning
Allocentric (Beacons, landmarks)
Extenal reference systems

How does the animal find its way home? Salmon

Ant

Pigeon

Rat

Chimpanzee

Distance

Time scale



„Problem solving (‚cognition’) versus 
„Intelligence”

The species are ‚adapted’ to their environment

„Intelligence”

Intelligence is a characteristic of an individual 
and not a species or breed!

1. Genetic adaptation (potential)

2. Mental performance in certain 
environment (solving problems)

1. Individual genetic material

2. Individual performance based on 
earlier experience in the environment

„Prob.solv”



„Problem solving” (‚cognition’)
versus „Intelligence”

Population

Mean

z.B. Time to 
solve a problem

1. Only an individual has „intelligence”

2. For comparison we need a basis population from the 
same origin (and experience)

Variable („performance”)

Environment

F
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e
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c.f. „personality and individual differences



Approaches to problem-solving

1. Ecological: How do species solve problems, how do they
behave in novel situations?

2. Philosophical: Whether animals understand what they are
doing? Are they able to use symbols?

3. Psychometric: General intelligence, rank order of
species, speed of learning, number of trials, complexity
of problems

4. Anthropomorf: Have animals „human-like” behavioural
abilities? Counting, tool making, language, self-
recognition

5. Technological: Can they learn „intelligent behaviour”, 
design of similar machines



Comparative cognitive ethology

Are cognitive processes ‚adaptive’?

Species differences: quantitative or qualitative?

Are there specific mental mechanisms that have been 
selected for in special environments?

Experimental comparison of divergent and convergent 
species

Problem: „cognitive ability” vs „performance”

What we see!In the mind



Comparative Cognitive ethology

Let’s compare „humans” and „chimpanzees” …

Primate Research 

Institute, Kyoto University



Comparative cognitive ethology

Steps in the comparative method:
1. Reliability of the hypothesis (and data)
2. N of independent comparisons (species)
3. Appropriateness of the tests (ecological validity)
4. Performance versus cognition

How to compare????

Bitterman (1965): systematic variation of all 
experimental variables

Kamil (1988): converging operations, many tests for the 
same ability (and different cognitive ability)



Comparative cognitive ethology

Ecological Genetic relatedness
Relevance

Low High
(Convergence) (Microevolution)

High dog versus human among subspecies of wolf or 
(e.g. communicative behaviour) wolf versus coyote and jackal

(e.g. social behaviour)

(Classification) (Homology)

Low dog versus human wolf versus dog
(e.g. manipulating ability) (e.g. territorial behaviour)



Comparative cognitive ethology

Winter Depend on Cache seeds Distance
caching per season transp. km

Scrub jay moderate no 6000 1
Pinyon jay harsh yes 22000 11
Clark’s extreme yes 33000 22
Nutcracker

Cache seeds (15 or 90 holes)
7 days retention
Caching recovery

Hypothesis: Clark’s 
nutcracker have a better 
memory for retrieving



Comparative cognitive ethology

Long-term memory:
Each time recover 
25% of the cached 
food 

Kamil and Balda 1998

*
*

90 is easier
Scrub jays are worse
Pinyon jays hide seeds in 
clusters



Comparative cognitive ethology
General or specific memory differences (improvement)?

1. 4 foods uncovered are eaten
2. Retention interval
3. All locations are available
Number of errors…

Bednekoff et al 1997

*
*



Comparative cognitive ethology

No-matching to sample

Non-spatial task

No-matching to sample

Spatial task

Training with 
gradually increasing 
retention intervals

Training with 
gradually increasing 
retention intervals



Comparative cognitive ethology

Food storing birds (jays, crows, nutcrackers)
Non-food storing birds
Hypothesis: food storing may involve better spatial memory 

 larger hippocampus

Relatively larger hippocampus

Hippocampus size increases only 
after practicing

Lesion of the hippocampus 
abolishes this ability



Comparative cognitive ethology

Summary: Comparsion of caching behaviour

1. There is a (some) relationship between caching 

behaviour and ecological factors

2. There is no clear correlation with dependence on food

3. Spatial abilities are not result of some general 

cognitive difference

4. Natural selection affects only a special form of 

memory



Neural represetations in the dog brain

Invasive technologies are not possible

Two methods:

(1) Electroencephalography:
Temporal resolution of neural activity 
Global brain acitivity

(2) Functional magnetic resonance imaging
Blood oxygen concentration
Spatial resolution
Local brain activity



Comparison of brain activity in dogs and 
humans

100 m

 Common ancestor 100 m years ago
 Homologue brain parts – common ancestor
 Similar environment
 Selection during domestication (?)



Voice-Sensitive Regions in the Dog and Human 
Brain Are Revealed by Comparative fMRI

Andics et al. 2014

Dogs’ and human’s reaction to 
sounds with emotional valence

Do dogs and humans share 
brain regions for
(1) Processing species-specific 

vocalisations
(2) Representing emotional 

content of vocalisations



Auditory regions (as determined by the all sounds 

versus silence contrast in dogs and humans)



Species Preference and Emotional Valence 

Sensitivity for Vocalizations in Dogs and Humans



Voice-Sensitive Regions Are Revealed 
by Comparative fMRI

 Dog and humans have both voice areas in their brain

 Acoustical cues related to vocal emotional valence are 
processed similarly in the dog and human auditory 
cortex. 

 Emotions through voice is supported by functionally
analogous auditory brain regions near the primary 
auditory cortex

 Right-hemisphere dominance in vocal emotion 
processing, humans  and dogs



Two debates in parallel:
“Trophy hunters” and „killjoys”

‘Psychology’ vs ‘ethology’: 
The role of selection/adaptation in shaping mind (e.g. Johnston, 
1981)
All species are ‘mentally’ equal (?): McPhail’s (1980) 0-hypothesis 
on the absence of qualitative difference

‘Behaviorism’ vs ‘cognitivism’:
„Low-level” (S-R) associations 

and/or
„High-level” (S-S) associations 

(representation of mental
state of the other (mind reading)

Simple
GOOD

Complex 
BAD

Simple
BAD

Complex 
GOOD



Based on Call (2001):

 Recognition of attention is important – attending to 
behaviour/signal

 HYP A: Behavioural reaction/discrimination of cues 
accompanying „attention”  (mental state) of the other 
(specific learning - associations)

 HYP B: Representing the „attention” (mental state) of the 
other as a state (yes/no) independent of any behaviour cues 
(general rule – perspective taking)

 Context independent (generalised) reaction  „proof” for 
the existence of perspective taking

An example:



Can dogs (Canis familiaris) detect human deception? 
(Petter et al 2009)

Question I: Are dogs sensitive for deception? 

Are they able to learn disobey the deceiver?

Are they able to learn on the basis of behavioral

cues and „intentions”?

Question II: Do dogs have a „theory of mind”? 

1. Dogs and humans form hetero-specific groups 

2. Dogs accept humans as social partners

3. Dogs have exceptional sensitivity for human communicative 

signals

4. Dogs are good candidates for having „theory of mind” abilities

Problematic issues: 

Sensitivity does not mean ability for production

„Theory of mind” may be needed for production but not for 

recognition of a deceptive act



Can dogs (Canis familiaris) detect human deception? 
(Petter et al 2009)

Watch 

me!

Cooperator

Watch 

me!

Deceiver

Approach human

Approach no-human

No choice

Session = 40 trial

Alternative 10-10 trials

EXP 1



Can dogs (Canis familiaris) detect human deception? 
(Petter et al 2009)

Signaling 

box

Non-

signaling box

Approach signaling box

Approach alternative 

Cooperator Deceiver

Session = 40 trial

Alternative 10-10 trials

EXP 2



Can dogs (Canis familiaris) detect human deception? 
(Petter et al 2009)

Conclusions
1. Humans are as good cues as boxes
2. Discriminative learning („killjoy”)
3. Superimposed preference for approaching humans
4. No sign of „theory of mind”

Humans Boxes



Can dogs (Canis familiaris) detect human deception? 
(Petter et al 2009)

What sort of results would have supported „theory of mind”? 

Does the „surface similarity” between performance with 
humans” and „boxes” allow for equating the mental performance?

Is deception independent of the context?

What is the ethological significance of „approaching the human”?

Social contact

„Helplessness” 

„Attempt to stop”

Latency 
of choice

„Are not dogs
selected for 
honesty” ???

Need for behavioral evaluation:



Can dogs (Canis familiaris) detect 

human deception?

Honest Dishonest

Kundey et al 2010

□ Familiar

■ Unfamiliar

N=16 dogs
4 x 6 trials

Like Petter et al (2009) but with pointing



Can dogs (Canis familiaris) detect 

human deception?

Pointing

Marker

Children up to 4 
years of age cannot 
recognise deception 
in the case of 
pointing gesture

C
or
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Mechanistic approaches to problem 
solving

Learning: 

Behavioural change in response to enduring stimulation

Change in state after some experience

Stimulus 

?

Behavior

Shettleworth 1998: 
Conditions for learning 
Contents of learning
Effects on behaviour

Heyes 2000:
What/When – function
How – mechanism

Representation
„Cognition”

Sh96-134



Learning: universal or species specific

The psychological tradition: General learning theory
(anthropocentric; animals as „simpler” model organism)
(behaviorism)
 „free” associations
 stimulus equipotentiality
 strict timing

Basic mechanisms:

Habituation

Sensitisation

Association
Sh96-134

Elementary 

problem solving: 

Prediction



Habituation (and sensitisation)

Change in the neurons: the threshold for 
stimulation increases

fatigue?

perceptional

motor/muscles

dishabituation

Non-associative learning

re
sp

on
se

video



Associative learning
Pavlovian (classical) associative learning

Unconditioned Conditioned
Stimulus US: food sound stimulus CS
(„sign stimulus”)

Unconditioned Conditioned
Response UR: secreted secreted response CR
(FAP) saliva saliva

Examples blinking
freezing

Control experiments:
Randomisation in time for US, CS

(repeated) coincidence

US: unconditioned stimuli
CS: conditioned stimuli

Contingency (+/-): 
CS predicts US

Sh96-134

video



Pavlovian modelling



Operant learning

(Thorndike) Skinner

Behaviour/Action
(conditioned response)

(could be FAP)

Reinforcement

Punishment

Consequence:

+
-

Frequency increases 

Frequency decreases 

Getting sg +
Losing sg -

Getting sg -
Losing’sg +

Sh96-134



Adaptivity in learning

CS: predictive  signaling role

„Preparation” for important events:

 eat faster signaled food
 eat more from signaled food

 signaling increases speed of pairing (Japanese quail)
 signaling enemy increases the chance of winning (Gurami)
 learning about predators

Adaptive: generally or specifically (!)

Sh96-134

Autoshaping video



Specific adaptations: Taste avoidance

„colored water” 
versus 

„tasty water”

Equipotentiality?
timing?

Clear watertasty water

A
m
ou

nt
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f 
d
ri
nk

in
g

„natural”
US

X- rays

„annatural”
US

shocks

Preference for
Saharin in water

Rat, quail, catfish

Why is it difficult 
to poison rats?

Sh96-134



Spatial orientation I

Dead reckoning: desert ants, gerbils

Egocentric, no need for any other information
Changes in angular orientation (in mammals: vestibular system)
„path integration”
counting steps, measuring change in orientation

Problems: accumulation of errors
bigger turns bigger errors
slow deviation from goalSh261-310

video

Sh264

Spiralling loops at test gerbils



Spatial orientation II

Beacons: proximal cues (close range)
direct association with the reward/goal
„water maze”

Landmarks: distal cues (long range)
vector sums

Digger wasp

?
Sh261-310, 276

video



Spatial orientation III

Large scale metric maps

Local image
(snapshot)

Route 
maps

hive

food source

landmarks

Integration of local 
visual landmarks

Possible mechanisms for orientation



Spatial orientation IV

What is a „cognitive map”?

Tolman (1948): 
„something like a field map of the environment” 
latent learning experiment – short cuts

O’Keefe and Nadel (1978): hippocampus as a neural
localisation of the „map”

Gallistel (1990) „any orientation based on implicitly 
computing distances and directions”

Sh297



Spatial orientation V

Transmission of information about the environment
Inner clock: time adjustment

The ‘cognitive map’ in bees

New feeding site in the lake

hivefood source

(Gould)

SH516



„Cognitive maps” in bees?

Capture and transfer

Trained route

Flight direction 
after release

Dyer, 1991

DEF: „Complex, metric represenations of space in the mind”

B

A



Representing relative time, location and 
content

Scrub jays cache food
wax moth larvae perish fast
peanuts do not perish

Preference: worms>>>>>peanuts

larvae

peanuts

4 h
larvae

larvae

peanuts

124 h peanuts

Clayton 1999

„episodic-like memory”



Causal learning and instrumental behaviour

Sh394

„Have animals intentions?”
actions are often learnt automatically …(?) „riding a bike”

Balleine and Dickinson (1998)

Chain pulling
+ drink

Lever pressing
+ food

Devaluation

Prefeeding
OR

Pre-drinking

Simultaneous 
choice (no reward)

Chain

Lever

Intention: „representation” 
of „action causes outcome”



McFarland (1993)
Goal-Achieving system

No internal representation, Recognising goals, 
butterflies displaying eyespots

Goal-Seeking system
No internal representation, Rule based behaviour,

spiders building webs

Goal-Directed system
Internal goal representation, Recognising goals, 

dogs wanting food

Instrumental behaviour

 Algorithmic, mechanistic, could be implemented
 Diff. Mental representation!
 Nothing about the other’s goals

Termite moud



Solving problems with tools

Sh399

(van Lawick-Goodall 1970) „the use of an external 
object as a functional extension of mouth or beak, 
hand or claw, in the attainment of an immediate goal’’

Orangutan

Octopus

Caledonian crow

Vulture

Sea otter

Weaverbird



Solving problems with tools

(1) Why are animals using tools? (e.g. extraction of food)
(2) Are there geographic variations?
(3) How is tool use acquired?  (e.g. trial and error 

learning, social influence, insight)
(4) What do animals „understand” about tools?

video



Solving problems with tools

Visalberghi (1994) Trap tube 
experiment

„Folk physics”: e.g.
„gravity”, „connectedness”, „object permanence”

video



Solidity

Kundey et al 2010

Solidity principle: one solid object cannot pass
through another solid object

Predicting the trajectory of moving object
N=10

No wall Wall Mixed



Call (2001)Social animals possess abilities that allow for 
observing conspecifics and predict their behaviour

„Social understanding” vs ”social competence”

Social problem solving
Social cognition/intelligence

Evolutionary origin of human mind (?)
„tool making”/”hunting” …

Sh417

illustration



Social problem solving
„Machiavellian intelligence/cognition”

Humphrey (1976): primate and human social problem 
solving („intelligence”) is an adaptation to social 
complexity

Relationships between living beings can be 
more complex then relationships between objects

Selective pressure for evolution
of cognition may be an adaptation
to social complexity: 
within/between group competition

SH 418



Dealing with social relationships

♂

♀
♂

♂

♀

♂

♂ ♀

Mother-offspring

Male-female (Bachman, Kummer 1980)

„Respect of possession”

Social causation (Cheney et al 1995)

L-g H-f HH-g

SH424

Expectation 
violation

L=Low rank, H=high rank, HH= higher rank



Complexity of social problem solving

Levels of social representations:

 Representing the cues/actions of the other 

 Representing intentions (goals) in actions 

 Representing the of mental states 
(„knowledge”) of others („mind reading”) 
deception



Representing attention

Emery (2000)



Representing attention

Detecting gaze of other and self
gestures are performed when others are looking
(otherwise touching or vocalisation) (Tomasello)

understanding of (human) gaze and/or body orientation
Call and Tomasello:

1. not present NO gestures
2. Back turned NO
3. Eyes closed YES
4. Eyes open YES

Povinelli
no distinction in case of blindfold, bucket



Representing attention

1. informant looks

L

S

L

S

2. Subject comes around
to look

Tomasello et al., 1999, Anim. Behav.

Gaze following: Looking around barriers



Representing attention

Chance performance

0
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at target above target
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(Soproni et al., 2001)

Children
chimpanzees

Sh440



Representing attention

Context-dependent recognition of attentional state in 
Competitive vs cooperative social situations

S

N

A

55%

Cooperative 
situation: 
Guesser and 
knower 
paradigm

Training: present/absent
Test: present/present with bucket over the head

Chimpanzees choose correctly
BUT: No transfer to the 1st test trial Povinelli et al 1991



dominant

subordinate

Hare et al., 2000, 2001, Anim. Behav.

Representing attention

Competitive situation

Sh444



dominant

subordinate

visible-visible

dominant

subordinate

hidden-visible

hidden-hidden

dominant
subordinate

p<0.01

Visible-
Visible

Hidden-
Visible

Hidden-
Hidden

Percentage of pieces obtained 
by subordinates

p<0.05

Visible-
Visible

Hidden-
Visible

Hidden-
Hidden

Competitive situation
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Uninformed

Informed

Informed

Misinformed
No approaches

p<0.05 p=0.11

Food pieces obtained

p<0.01 p<0.01



Conclusions

•Subordinates contest and take hidden food

•even though the only difference between 
conditions is WHO has seen WHAT

•control conditions have ruled out contextual or 
behavioral cues as explanations

•Conclusion: they know who has seen what


